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Earth Science Maps of Wisconsin

The publication Earth Science Maps of Wisconsin, 1818-1974 is now available in limited distribution from the State Cartographer's Office. This bibliography of Wisconsin earth science maps is part of a larger work, Bibliography and Index of Wisconsin Geology, 1698-1974 whose compilation is being sponsored by the Wisconsin Geological and Natural History Survey. This publication includes only those maps which were separately issued or were the subject of a publication. Maps that were illustrations or supplements to books or journal articles are not listed. Topographic maps of the U.S. Geological Survey are also not listed. Requests for single copies of Earth Science Maps of Wisconsin, 1818-1974 should be directed to Ms. Chris Hanson, 144 Science Hall, Madison, WI 53706, phone (608) 262-3065.

Order Topographic Maps by Sheet Name!

Several previous issues of the Wisconsin Mapping Bulletin may have caused some confusion when individuals ordered topographic maps by the alpha or numerical coding shown in the Bulletin. Due to the size limitation of the printing of the Bulletin, the physical location of the new map production is indicated by a numeric code and the name of that map is shown in the adjoining space with its quadrant, NE¼, NW¼, SW¼, or SE¼, (see Bulletin, Vol. 1, No. 3 for an example).

Since this coding is only a means to convey information, the personnel selling maps have difficulty in filling an order for No. 10 SW¼. Please order by the name listed, Eau Claire East for example. Your cooperation will be appreciated.

A.C.S.M. National Meeting

A reminder that the American Congress of Surveying and Mapping will hold its annual meeting from February 22 through 27 at the Washington Hilton Hotel, Washington, D.C. For additional information contact: ACSM National Headquarters, Woodard Bldg. Suite 430, 733 15th Street N W, Washington, D.C. 20005.

Land Use Proceedings Available

The ACSM also announced that the proceedings of the National Land Use Symposium held in Little Rock, Arkansas during April, 1974 are available. The paperback edition, 122 pages, is priced at $5.00 from the above address.
# Index to Subjects

1975 Wisconsin Mapping Bulletin, Vol. 1, Nos. 1, 2, 3, 4

## Aerial Photography:
2. ERTS - 1 Imagery of Wisconsin, No. 2
3. Aerial Photography Catalog 1970-1974 (out of print) No. 3
4. Aerial Imagery of Iowa, No. 3
5. ERTS - 1 Imagery of U.S., No. 3
6. USGS Orthophoto quad production, No. 4
7. Correction to Catalog, No. 4
8. Additional USGS Coverage, No. 4

## Geodetic Control Data:
1. Availability of, No. 1
2. Catalog, Federal Horizontal Control & Leveling, No. 4

## Publications:
1. Glossary of Mapping Terms, No. 3
2. Logic of Geological Maps, No. 3
3. Of Interest to Surveyors, No. 3
4. Index to flood prone area maps, No. 4

## Soil Surveys:
1. Modern Soil Surveys, Nos. 3 & 4

## State Cartographer's Office:
1. Announcement, No. 1

## Surveying:
1. Remonumentation, No. 4
2. Federal Horizontal Control & Leveling, No. 4

## Topographic Maps, USGS:
1. Status index, No. 1
2. Photorevision, No. 2
3. New topographic maps, Nos. 3 & 4
4. Union List published, No. 4
5. Brochure, No. 4

---

**A.S.C.S. Photographic Lab Consolidation**

The Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service (ASCS), Department of Agriculture, recently consolidated its aerial photographic operations in one location, Salt Lake City, Utah. Until further notice, for information or ordering aerial photography, contact the: ASCS Aerial Photography Field Office, 2505 Parleys Way, Salt Lake City, Utah 84109. However, the address will again change upon completion of their new laboratory building.

---

**Glossary of Mapping, Charting, and Geodetic Terms**

The 3rd edition of the glossary by the Defense Mapping Agency Topographic Center is out-of-print. The Clarkson Map Co., Box 208, Kaukauna, WI 54140, has reprinted this glossary as a Dictionary of Mapping and Charting and Geodetic Terms. It is available for $2.90 per copy, stock no. 631, from Map Division IV, Mail Stop 5096, Madison, Wisconsin, 53705.

---
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